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Ivory Tower
Symposium
Highlights
Minority
Academic
Opportunities

"Issues of Race in the Ivory Tower:
Minority Opportunities in Law School
Academics," will be the title and subject of a
symposium this Friday and Saturday
sponsored by BLSA. Spenkers and panel
participants in the tow-day symposium
include professors and academics from
Harvard, Georgetown, Cal-Davis, and the
U-M Law facult.y. Panel topics include
Non-traditional Paths into Academics: The
Concerns and Dilemmas and Why
Academics.
uThis symposium weekend represents
our effort to inform law students and the
general public thai there are other careers
in the law other than the corporate law
track,"
commented
symposium
chairperson Melody Barnes, 2L. "Bright
minds arc needed in academia. Bright

minority minds."
The symposium culminates in the
tenth annual Alden J . "Butch" Carpenter
Scholarship Banquet Saturday evening,
March 26, at Weber's Inn. Harvard Law
Prof. DeJTick A. Bell, Jr. will be the keynote
speaker.
The dinner and symposium are both
open to the public. Banquet tickets are $36,
$20 for students. The cost of the
symposium is $5 for students and $15 for
non-students. The Butch Carpenter Fund,
named after a U-M Law student who died
before completing his second year, is aimed
at promoting social commitment.
"Minority students, particularly
minority graduate students, owe a
tremendous debt to the COI})munity," states
Carl Anderson, 3L, chairman of BLSA.

Prof. Derrick A. Bell
"Our representation in the education of
future professionals is critical to the
training and sensitivities of all lawyers."

See Dick Run
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Room 100 Poll Finds Gephardt Brings Faltering
Mixed Reviews
Cantpaign to La\V School
by Joseph Fogel
Almost two months agCJ, a refurbished Room 100 began
operations as a Jaw school clnssroom. The room was originally
scheduled to be available at the beginning of the fall semester, but its
use was delayed by a tardy concrete pourer.
At an estimated cost of $610,000, students now sit on new chairs,
place their books on new oak tabletops, and read thorn by way of new
recessed lighting. When students arrive late (it does happen) they
might choose ro sit in the individual theater-style seating toward the
back of the cavernous space.
Room 100 still needs some finishing touches, Acoustical panels,
motorized shades, railings, grills, and other furnishing \\<ill be added,
and the theater seats may be replaced with better ones. A committee
is now deciding how to proceed with further renovation of other
rooms in the law school, partly on an evaluation of the success of
Room lOO's refurbishing.
As one would expect at a law school, there is a divergence of
opinion on the new Room 100 Here are some off-the-cuff remarks:
_ _ _ _ _ _&e
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By Robert Goldberg
Preaching his gospel of fair trade and blasting the
"theology" of free markets, Rep. Richard Gephardt
brought his tough-talking populism, and his faltering
candidacy, to the Law School Monday, warning a
packed crowd that "America is in decline."
Gephardt, a six-term representative from
Missouri who graduated from the Law School in 1965,
briefly reminisced about some unmemorable
moments in Room 100. "I remember sitting right
there," Gephardt said, pointing at an aisle seat, "taking
a final, with the sweat dripping from my brow."
Gephardt's years at Michigan were apparently
unremarkable. His yearbook photo caption lists three
activities -- case club, toastmasters and "Law Club
Headwaiter." Several professors questioned do not
remember Gephardt, and the Law School has refused
to release his transcript or any other file information
to The Res Gestae.

Beginning with an assault on the Reagan
administration's policy in Central America, Gephardt
bitterly criticized the recent deployment of 3,200
troops to Honduras, calling it "the height of
irresponsibility and overreaction." Pledging to end all
aid to the contras and bring American soldiers home,
Gephardt said the United States is "adding our troops
to an already inflamed situation, instead of our
diplomats."
Gephardt hammered away at the centerpiece of
his campaign -- the deterioration of American trade in
a competitive world market increasingly dominated
by foreigners. "We're trading in good jobs for bad
jobs," $15 per hour jobs for $4 per hour jobs, he said.
The middle class is shrinking and the gap between
rich and poor is gro,ving, Gephardt argued.

"Melting Pot" Stresses Coalition Building
By Tony Et.tore
Being in a "minority" group docs not
make minority concerns special interests.
Rather, it makes you part of a sleeping
g~ant: the majority of minorities. However,
there is a threshold step that needs to be
taken t{) get from a special interest group to
a majority-- the step of coalition buil<ling.
This was the theme of the i\linority
Awareness Symposium held this past
v.eekend at the Law school. "The :\1elting
Pot Revisited" stressed both the diversity
and the commonality of the groups that
participated and the necessity of joint
action.
Organized by the Asian American,
American Indian, Black, Hispanic, Lesbian
and Gay, and Women's Law Student
Associations, the symposium had
representatives of each group as speakers.
~udy Acuna, a qoted Hispanic author and

scholar, began the day-long presentations
on Saturday morning to an audience of
about forty people.
Throughout the day it became clear
that all of the panelists were concerned
with the Anglo-cultural male bias that is
endemic in America and with the need w
get the perspectives of each of their
respective groups into the cultural
foundation in order to create a true melting
pot.

"We need to get minority groups
together to fight for bi-cultural survival,"
said Velma Mason, the Direcror of Indian
Education for the U.S. Department of
Education.
However, the process of coalition
building is trickier than just joining similar
wills. "The coalition has robe formed so the
members feel inside that they will be there
when the ~oa) is reached: that they won't be

left out," warned David Scondrass, an
openly gay Boston City Councilman.
Worries such as these are what
prompted the symposium in the first place,
said Ron Wheeler, 1L, one of the
organizers. "I think we need to realize that
working on behalf of one minority group is
not mutually exclusive," he stated.
Wheeler, along \\~th fellow organizers
Roy Esnard, 21, and Kevin McClanahan,
2L, feels that minority groups could
accomplish much more if they would
realize that they are not alone, and that
they can draw strength from each other.
Given that "minorities," i.e. those people
generally excluded from the political and
social power structure, make up an
overwhelming majority of U.S. citizens,
there is no reason that they should not
attain a majority position. Women alone
See MAJORITY page THREE

See GEPHARDT page THREE
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Ding Flyback Week
ToDAY, THE LSSS is holding its annual

election to determine executive positions and
upperclass representatives for the upcoming year.
The R es Gestae will restrain itse1f, as it h as in the
past, from endorsing any individual candidate for
office. On the whole, we have reached th e
conclusion that, regardless of who is elected to the
LSSS, that organization always manages to spend
our money in th e most popular and salutary
manner-and we don't want the beer to stop
flowing.
There is an item on the ballot, however, about
which we do have an opinion. The LSSS has placed
before th e voters a refer endum regarding the
advisability of a fl.yback week. The r ationale
behind having a week, during fall semester, set
aside for upperclass students to jet off on flybacks is
superficially appealing: fewer p eople will miss
class if they can arrange their fly backs during a
week without classes.
The problem lies in the nature of the fly backs
themselves. Interviewers often give fl.yback
· can didates a choice of dates on which the
interviewee can show up at the firm, get shutt led
back and forth between tax partners, and eat a good
meal. But the choice of dates is limited to the oftenhectic interviewing schedules of the law finns. It is
fine if your favorite firm can entertain you during
your one-week window of opportunity, but a flyback
week simply does not guarantee that this
synchrony will be achieved.
Furthennore, the week does not adequately reflect
the realities of multi-city interviewing. If you, as
the RG recommends, interview with as many firms
from as many cities as humanly possible, the
n ightmare of traveling to fi ve cities for five
interviews during fl.yback week should make
anyone sit back and say "holy North west Airlines,
Batman." Given the choice between spending the
week in class and the week in America's scenic
airport lobbies, most would probably choose the
former.
Flyback week will not achieve what it is designed
to prevent-students forsak ing class for
interviews. It is not worth the added week of classes
at the beginning of the semester. It should be turned
down by the electorate. Just say no to fiyback week.

~h~lShoWdE~ph~aeCThmc W~k
By D anny Conviser and Scott Gessler
Clinical education courses, where students do actual _
legal work and at the same time study and refl ect on their
experiences from an academic perspective, present the
best chance most of us will have to translate the theoretical
principles we learn in law school to the real life work of
being a lawyer. Yet at Michigan, as at most top law
schools, such clinical experiences are only an incidental
part of the curriculum.
Clinical programs pose unique operational and
financial burdens on law schools, but these obstacles are
by no means insurmountable nor are they the main reason
why such programs are not larger at Michigan and other
top schools. Indeed, although clinics are expensive, they
also have the potential for being at least. partially self
supporting. The Child Advocacy Clinic, for example, pays
for 12 of its 18 positions out of fees earned from clinic legal
work and grants. The reasons for the lack of a large
clinical program at Michigan more closely relate to a lack
of conviction that a substantial emphasis on such courses
is the best way of providing a legal education.
Michigan, so this argument might be stated, is not a
vocational school but a place where we are supposed to
learn a way of thinking and an Rppreciation of the law
from an academic and theoretical perspective. This
intellectual training will enable us to emerge into the world
of actual legal controversies after graduation, equipped to
apply our carefully-thought-out ideas to the real life
disputes of our clients.
But in many jobs, students don't receive the structured
training in legal -prac tice skills available in clinical
programs. And even in jobs that teach basic skills, there is
almost never 'any deliberate attempt to integrate academic
insights with the day-to-day realities of legal work.
Clinics overcome this problem by providing a bridge
between the classroom and the workplace. They allow
students to work and at the same time study and evaluate
their experiences from an academic per spective. The
commu nity also benefits from the programs because they
provide legal h elp primarily to per sons who cannot
otherwise affor d it. Students get relief from the sometimes
tedious experience of three straigh t years of classes, and ·
some students learn and perform better in a clinical
setting. In fact, one clini cal professor reports that his
students' overall grades improve during the semesters
they take his class.
The courses can also h elp place a legal educa tion in
perspective. S tudents cannot help but grow when they
forego simulations and appellate cases and come face to
face with how the law affects people. A good example is
the ethioal choices students must make. It is one t1ling.to

tell• or.d thir.k about ethics -- it is quite a nother to make
weighty decisions about real human lives. All of us "A-1[
face ethical dilemmas in our professional careers. It
makes sense to grapple with a few while we still have the
time to carefully reflect on them.
Unfortunately, at Michigan such real-life courses
comprise only a small part of the average studen t's
education. The handful of clinical programs offered here
are by most accounts excellent-- but the number of spaces
they provide for students is woefully inadequate. In recen:
year s, courses like the general legal clinic, in which
students litigate a wide variety of civil and criminal
matters, have often been heavily oversubscribed. And if
students are lucky enough to get into a clinic and then finC.
the experience valuable, their chances of taking another
can become virtually impossible since the priority system
gives first crack at the courses to students who have no~
taken a clinic before.
The Law School hasn't made clinical courses a core
part of the curriculum, nor has it presented them as being
as important and beneficial as traditional academic study.
Students here get the sense that such experiences are a:
best a sidelight-- perhaps a good thing to do as an adjunct
to the classroom but not in any way part of the
fundamental experience which a Michigan education
seeks to provide. Indeed, students are strictly limited to 12
credits of clinical work, less than one sixth of the credits
required for graduation. Given the fact that most of us are
here because we want to work as lawyers, relegating what
could be such an enriching part of our education to such a
secondary status seems unfair.
It doesn't have to be that way. Learning to apply ou:
new thought processes to real trials and clients under a
program of close instruction would probably be at least as
valuable to many of us as taking one more academi:
course. And such experiences, undertaken in the proper
supervised setting, deserve as much academic respect as
lectures on legal theory.
The administration should consider and seek student
input on a plan to substantially increase the number o:
clinical spaces available to students. And Michlgan should
consider a deliberate change in the mission of the school, a
change which would recognize th e application of legal
th eory and thought through clinical education as a
fundamental aspect of the training students receive here.
Substantially incr easing clinical enrollment migh•
depart from the educational norms set by most Ja.,r
schools. Clinics are expensive, and their expansion migh:
be controversial. But the ability -- and the responsibilityto innovate and grow is one of the marks of a greal
educational institution . Michigan should not shrink froGl
the challenge. • •
> , • r •. • '
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A Majority of Minorities Is Feasible

Room 100: Brilliant Design or Barn? We 'II let you decide.

Roont l OO Opinions Vary
continued from page 01'1'£
attractive. Professor Cooper is able to fill
Prof. Carl Schneider: "It is an
the room, so I don't mind it at all."
improvement over Room 220. It is easier
John Gerish, 2L: "My professor is hard
for me to hear [the students]. Some rooms to hear anyway. Now I'm sitting closer
are the wrong shape. The room 1s a little than I was in Room 150 and yet it's harder
flat ...it is harder to see and hear the wings. to hear. That doesn't make much sense."
But the acoustics are clearly better."
Donna Murch (undergraduate): "I've
Keith Denny, lL: "The furni shings are never been there and I don't care to."
very nice indeed. The acoustics, however,
Tim Reiniger, 2L: "I find it difficult to
absolutely demand that the students speak understand the spenker in the room; it
in what would be considered a dC'af~ning sounds garbled. The acoustics are
shout capable of rupturing the eardrums of particulnrly bad. On the other hand, I find
the persons sitting next to them. It would the lighting to be much better. The tables
also be nke if the chairs provided lwtter and chairs are nice."
!ower back support. But, considt'nng the
Erik Light, 1L: "Room 100 doesn't seem
state of chairs in this law school in gC'neral, to benny worse acoustically. The desks are
I would suspect that the school 1s probably nicer, the chairs are nicer, so I find it more
Ill cahoots with area chiropractors."
comfortable. I hate those rooms where
Barry Jensen, 3L: "It was so snd to see you're crammed in between two other
:he room renovated because it wns my first people."
impression of the law school. In my first
Jeff Braker, 3L "Whoever did the
year here, all we had in therC' were design had no talent. The color is so blase.
onentation meetings. It was n very I think the lighting is good; you can see
impressive room. It was big, old, nnd it had what you're doing."
John Castaneda, lL: "The theater seats
a sense of history. The desks were old, the
roof leaked, and the wind would come should have fold·out desks so you could
.n_..:-.fow I think it looks cheap."
put books on them. When we first had
Marta Nelson, lL: "'t's a little widr. It's class. there were a lot of noldous fumes, It
hard to get a sense of the whole class was n little hard to breathe."
because it's horizontal instead of vertical.
Mark Soble, 3L: "I have no opinion
Bu~ I like the airiness. I think once they get whatsoever."
:he paneling in it'll be much more

Notices
The Barristers Society announces the 41st Annual Crease Ball April 15 at the Michiga n
lin1on Ballroom. Tickets go on sale April 11th.
Carobpell Moot Court Semi Finn! Arguments will toke place Tuesdoy,March 29 (6·9 p.m.)
and Thursday, March 31 (2·5 p.m., 5:30.7:30 p.m.). Arguments are open to the public.
Please pledge to SFF! Remember, third-years don"t have to pay until November.
The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association w1ll hold its annual meeting
.1.ugust 4-7 in Toronto. All low students ore welcome to attend and application forms can be found
tn the March, 1988 issue ofStudent La wier. There is a $35 registration fcc. Please contact Chuck
Vigil at994·9103 if you hove any questions.
A.C.L.U. Meeting. Thursday, March 23, ·at 6 p.m. in the Facu lty Dining Roo m at the
Lawyer s Clu b. Topics: E'£'1rccent and ongoing efforts regarding Umversity policy ogamst
Di~irninato ry Acts. (2) n. ..l Arbor police practices clinic. (3) Panel Discussion on regulation
Lr racist speech set for April 7. Student~, faculty, and staff are welcome to attend and invited to
join.
Applicat ion for Studen t Funded Fellowships arc .duc by Friday, M11rcl) 25th. Problems or
questions? Call 747.0745.

continued from page O~"E
compnse half the people in the country so
finding the numbers should not b~ a
problem was a sentiment echoed
throughout the discussions.
On Sunday, there was a panel
discussion which allowed the speakers to
interact among themselves and with the
audience. The conversation was lively, but
the symposium turnout of roughly thirtyfive people made it apparent that the
speakers were preaching to the converted.
Wheeler was not concerned by this. "The
people that showed up for the symposium
are the potential leaders of coalition
building," he said. "I did not expect a
packed house. And, in fact, fm encouraged
by the number of concerned people who
attended.·
Dean Lee Bollinger , who helped
sponsor the event, was in attendance
Saturday and also was not dismayed by
the sparse turnout: "There were more
people here than were at the Cook lectures
and this should indicate that there i;

anything but a lack of interest in the topic."
Bollinger also felt that the abundance of
similar events and the weekend had
something to do with the low numbers.
All of the speakers seemed deUghted at
having the opportunity to come and speak
at the symposium, her alding both the
organizers and the attendees. They
stressed that even the basic recognition of
the need for minority coalitions was a giant
step in the right direction, especially in the
environment of a law school.
"Law Schools, both public and private,
have an obligation to r epresent society;·
said Donald K. Tamak.i, former Executive
Director of the Asian Law Caucus. "They
can do this by utilizing admissions policies
as a vehicle for social change."
All involved in the symposium seemed
to feel that lawyers as individuals must also
bear the burden of social obligation. In fact,
their privileged positions of power within
society make them supremely qualified as
coalition architects. A power that can be
abused as easily as it can be used.

Gephardt Speaks About Trade

l

continued ! rom page ONE
Every Tuesday morning the United
States borrows 80 percent of private
savings, Gephardt said, causing
administration officials to "wake up in a cold I
sweat" wondering if the Europeans and /
Jnpnnese will continue lending the United
States this desperately needed capital. The
current $300 billion in net external debt will
have to be paid for out of our wages, our
standard of living, our hopes and our future,
he said.
America's dependence on foreign oil is a
source of great vulnerability, Gephardt said.
By next January, 60 percent of the oil in this
country will be imported, he said. Gephardt j
Gephardt's 1965 yearbook photo.
supports an oil import tax to raise revenue, ...._
promote conservation, spur alternative-fuel
tech nologi es and decrease foreign desire to have other countries "'treat us as we
dependence.
treat them." Gephardt said he welcomes
"The United States is the only country in competition "as long as it's fair."
the world trying to be the best militarily and
Calling the Reagan administration's
economically," Gephardt contended. farm program "a disaster;· Gephardt said
America spends seven percent of gross it's time to "admit the free market doesn't
national product on defense, the Europeans work" in agriculture. Of$27 billion spent on
spend three percent and the Japanese spend farm subsidies last year, $11 billion went to
only one percent, he said. The Soviet Union, corn, h:1lf of which rotted, he said. By
which spends 18 percent, is ··a third world contrast, the federal government spent $10
country with l.C.B,M.'s," Gephardt said.
billion on education last year, he said. "We
The answer to America's ills, he said, is think more of rotten corn than we do of
the Gephardt trade amendment, a bill your minds,·· Gephardt remarked.
granting the President discretion to impose
Gephardt, a former St. Louis council
retaliatory tariffs on countries that run large member and law-firm senior partner,
trade surpluses with the United States. But offered four reasons for studying law: its
Gephardt -- who has been criticized as value in bringing about change; its ability to
xenophobic and protectionist -- quickly help people resolve problems in a sensible
addressed the "mental scarring of the mind way; its utility in learning how to think; and
of Smoot-Hawley," the 1930 tariff act that its training for public service.
helped t rigger the Great Depression.
Gephardt, now a distant fourth in the
'" Nobody's talking about that. That's Democratic field, closed 'vi th a candid
protectionism. The Gephardt amendment admission that upwardly mobile law
opens markets, it doesn"t close them," students are not the natural targets of his
Gephardt said.
work.ing·cla ss pitch: "You're here, you're
Applying the Golden Rule t o good, you're gonna do fi ne. I'm worried
• ·international trade, Gepha:dt declared ~ . about the others:"

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

Off Your Michigan
Bar ReviewCourse
Put our 24 years of Bar Review
Experience to the Test
SEE YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE, OR CALL:
Ann Arbor
.
203 E. Hoover St.
Ann Arbor, Ml48104-3704
(Jl3) 662·3149

East L111sinl
II II Michigan Ave.
E. l ansing, M148823-4019
(517) 332·2539

Dtlroil Arta
Crowoad' Orricc Ccnlrc
16250 Northland Drive
Southlield, MI4807S·S20S
(313) S69-Sl20

Grand R1pids
2627 East &II line S.E.
Grand Rapid\, MI49506-S937
(616) 9S7-9701
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1988-89 LSSS Candidates
In an effort to provide law students with more
election information about the candidates for the
LSSS, the Res Gestae News Staff has done
something a little different this year. We invited
each person running for an LSSS office to answer
the following questions about how they felt the LSSS
should work and what they could offer as
representative of Jaw students:
1.) Name
2.) Office running for:
3.) What is your view of the function of the LSSS?
4.) Do you see any aspects of the LSSS that need
change? If so, what and how would you propose to
change them?
5.) How should funding be allocated to student

1. Danielle Carr
2. President
3. The LSSS should serve as a cleari ng
house for student activities and concerns;
funding meritorious programs regardless of
each senator's personal viewpoint. In
addition the Senate should sponsor activities
which benefit the entire student body. The
Senate should also act as a liaison between
the student body and the administration.
4 The foun dation of LSSS could be made
stronger by reinstituting programs which
are already in existence and amending the
constitution and some of the curre nt
guidelines. For example, if elected I intend
to appoint two studen ts as student
representatives at the faculty meetings

1. Brian Gearinger
2. President
3. The function of the LSSS is to provide a
forum for students to express their interests
and concerns.
4. Yes, the LSSS needs to improve it's
communication and interaction with the
s tudent body. The LSSS currently is

groups?
6.) What should be done about the LSSS committees,
some of which have
been largely inactive this
year?
7.) What unique qualities or ideas can you bring to
the LSSS?
8.) If you could be any animal, what would you be
and why?
In addition to these comments, the Senate
Election Committee will be posting thE> 100 word
statements of these candidates and any write-in
candidates wh o've turned in statements after we
went to press. As several positions r emain
uncontested, and even unsought, write-in
candidates are highly encouraged by the Senate.

which is an available option that has not
been utilized in the past. Also student
participation could be increased by posting
senate minutes nnd the upcoming agenda in
order that those interested could participate
in the decision making process. More
attention should be given to senate history
so that we do not "re-invent the wheel" each
time we discuss an issue.
5. The funding process should basically
re main the same. One change I would like
to implement is to earmark approximately
$2,000.00 from which student organizations
could request funding for social events that
are open to all members of the law school
community (food and alcohol are not
currently funded under budget guidelines).
I would also like to give each organization
an outline of the budget guidelines
highlighting some of the most commonly
asked questions and giving instructions for
requesting funds and making line item
changes.
6. Part of the inactivity is a lack of direction.
By letting each chairperson know who their
faculty advisor is and giving them the
senate guidelines applicable to their
committee the committees should get a feel
for what their function is. Currently the
Senate is working on a constitutional
amendment that will make the committees
more viable and if elected I intend to see that
the amendment is followin~:r.
See CARR page SEVEN
worklng on an amendment to the LSSS
Constitu tion designed to enhance the
feedback between the LSSS and its
committees. I am in favor of s uch an
amendment, and in addi tion, I would make
available the minutes of LSSS meetings for
those who are interested in what hap pens
every week.
5. Funding should be allocated based on two
factors: 1) the likely benefit of the activity to
the law school community and 2) the
likelihood that the project will be carried out
once the funding has been provided . One
means of determining the latter fnctor is to
look at the activities of tho student grou p in
question during the preceding year.
6. Much of the responsibility for LSSS
committees rests with the commi ttee
chair person(s); therefore, these people
should be carefully selected in order to
ensure that committees are active. Also, I
would continue the liaison program initiated
this year in which there is an LSSS
representative nssigned to every committee,
and the representative reports back to the

Also, the Senate is seeking input on two highly
controversial issues, in an informal poll. One item
is wheth er or not the law sch ool should use "Flyback
weeks" in which fall classes would be suspended
one week in order to allow students to interview
without missing courses. The oth er seeks student
input regarding an increase in the student activity
fund from $10 to $15 (first years would pay $20, five
of which is a one-time fee for the face book). The
senate would use the money to fund student groups,
which requested almost $20,000 more than the
approximately $30,000 total senate budget.
Polls open at 8:00 a.m. this morning and will
remain open until 7:00 p.m. What are you waiting
for? Go Vote!

projects to committees so that each one
would receive more attention, as opposed
to the system which exists now where the
mPmb£>rs of the body handle all the projec:s
and still try to maintain decent grades.
5. LSSS should continue to use line-item
budgeting and when making its a ward
decisions, the group's prior activity should
be an important factor.
6. Tighter control by the LSSS which I
believe would show that the LSSS does
care about them and would be
receptiv£>/supportive to projects. Also,
LSSS could recommend or delegate
projects to them.
7. I think the LSSS should provide more
integration to the student body concerning
projects it or its committees are worki ng
1. Lisa Freeman
on, so I would like to see a newsletter
2. Vice-President
implemented. Also, more interaction with
3. The primary fu nction ofLSSS is to
other professional schools, so a
provide a link between the student body
rontinuation of the happy hours.
nnd the administration.
4. I think LSSS would be more effective if it 8. I would be Godzilla so I could speak
had better organization. This organization Japanese because that's the only way I
could be accomplished by delegating more could.

I

I

-- ~ .

I

d

.

mvo vement an action.
5. Line-item budgeting gives funds to a
group bnsed on its specific activity, instead
1 of one lump sum. In this way, the size of
the group shouldn't matter so long as it is
active.
6. Fund according to the activities. The
Senate handled it well ends year by making
each member of the Senate responsible for
a different committee and act as a liaison
between the Senate and that committee.
Also, I'd like to encourage more groups, like
WLSA did this year, to hold their national
meetings here.
7. I have experience as a student
representative during college, and by
1. Bennett Ellenbogen
working for a U.S. congressman. I am
2. Vice-President
creative, innovative and dedicated in
solving problems and looking for answers,
3. The function of the LSSS is to act as a
representative of the Law School and as a
but, in doing so I \vill keep my sense of
liaison between the administration and the humor.
law school communi ty.
8.I think the better question would be: If
4. The executive officers must remember
you could be any vegetable, what would
the functions and responsibilities of the
you be and why? And the answer, of
their particular officer. With better
course, would be because instead ofha,ing
organization, the LSSS can more
leaves, they have small scales or needle·h~e
effectively encourage and promote student branchlets.
LSSS concerning that committees activt
- .-ti-e-s.- sy-m
-p_
a t_h_e_ti_c_to
_ t_h_e_v_a_n_·o_u_s__,d-em
- an- d-;-s- tl'i'3:
7. I have served in leadership positions in
Law School and as an undergraduate. This
background plus my diverse personal
experiences will enable me to be

compete for LSSS con si deration and t.
make tough decisions when necessary.
8. I would be a lion because a lion has on]\
himselftoanswertoandnooneelse.

senate, we have tried to be quite responsive
major issues but also to listen to the students
to student concerns. I think we have bt:en,
and respond to their views.
but I would like to see the senate and
4. The LSSS views needs to improve its
committees run more efficiently.
image. Many students don't take the senate
5. Funding should be allocated not just to
seriously and that could explain the lack of
"active" groups, but to groups who's work
students running in the election.
furthers the law or this law school.
5. There should be an analysis of past
Examples would be BLSA or WLSA's
budgets, if the money requested by groups
was used efficiently before the n its likely
activities to push for more hiring of women
and minorities to join the faculty.
that these budgets will work in the future.
6. This question is misleadi ng since it is not
6. The committees should be re-evaluated
nE>cessary for some committees to be
and if some committees are consistently
··active" (i.e. Disciplinary). The bes t way to
inactive a nd serve no purpose, then they
have an active committee is to assure the
should be dissolved so the resources a nd
appointment of good, ambitious students
people can be used more efficiently.
1. Pam Costas
7. I will bring a lot of enthusiasm to the
onto the committees, especially the chairs.
7. Well, first my year's experience as a first 2. 2nd Year Representative
Senate a nd i am r eady to listen to the
year rep. best qualifies me to serve on the 3. I always believed that the Senate was thoughts and ideas of my classmates.
1. Chris Adams
senate's executive board. I've worked h ard formed not only to inform students of 8....... .
2. Secretary
to bring students' monies ($240,000.00 '---- - - - - - - - ; : - - - -- - - 3. Obviously, to protect the rights and computer service fee) back to the law school
further the interest of law students. But wher e it belongs. Second, willingness to
5. Funding should be allocated to student
more than that, the LSSS should act to work, and finally a desire to have more
groups based on the size of the group as well
enhance the students' law school experience parties between the law school and other
as the ~ of the group's constructive
in social, as well as legal, aspects.
graduate schools.
use of funds.
4. In the year that I have served on the 8. Humans am animals,! am no exception.
6. LSSS committees should be motivated to
~----~--------------·----------include and appeal more to the general law
school student body, once genuine general
the equitable allocation of student funds to
1 interest is established within a general body,
the various student organizations.
J the committees will
be supported and
4. Generally, the communication of LSSS
therefore active.
activities to the students could be improved.
7. ~ly undergraduate career at Brandeis
A better effort could be made to get new
Univer sity has enabled me to develop
members onto the various senate
ex tensive leadership, organizational,
committees.
administrative and assertive quaJit1es. I
1.
Jennifer
C.
Warren
5. Procedurally, I do not have any
have held positions in several student and
complaints with the current allocation , 2. Second-Year Representative
university based organizations in which I
system. Substantially, we should create 3. Broadly stating, I see the LSSS as an have successfully achieved organizational
organization
facilitating
the
development
of
more incentives for groups to raise some of
goals. I intend to enthusiastically apply
their own money. Possibly, some type of a the law student body. LSSS must work with these acquired skills if elected to LSSS.
all student groups, faculty and
"matching program" could be useful.
8. If given a chance, I would be a beaver.
6. Probably the worst thing one would do is administrators to see that needs and Beavers are assertive animals who are
interests
are
met.
to appoint a part member of this "inactive
Y.il!ing to work hard individually, however
I. Sanford Perl
committee" to the position of chairman the 4. Since I am not a senator at this point, I when there is a need for a collective effort,
2.1'reasurer
following year. Hopefully, we can get new believe that I am at this time unqualified to the beaver is willing to work as a group to
see valid aspects or claims, within the LSSS
3. Like all student governments, the LSSS enthusiastic members on these committees.
achieve the goals that have the best interest
performs more than just one function. 7. As a C.P.A., my a uditing background and its structure that I could intelligently of the entire community at hand.
Among them, it is a forum through which should help me to institute some new propose [to] change.
students' views can be convC'yed to the internal controls or the treas urer's
administration and those ot:lside the law disbursement and record keeping functions. r~hool community. Another vit."ll function is 8.If I had a funny answer, I'd give it.
1. Andrew Home
I. John A. 1\loore
don't think a smaller group should be
2.
2nd Year Representative
2. Board of Governors
penalized because of its size.
3.
To discover new planets, to seek out new
3. I believe the function of the LSSS is to 6. Make them more active, if they are
to boldly go... Obviously, the
civilizations,
serve as a representative for the stud('nts to suppose to be more active, if not why worry
1
LSSS
allows
law students to decide how
express their views to the law school about ii.
their
own
money
is spent.
administration and vice versa.
7. The warped perspective of a person who
4. I don't know, I haven't been on the LSSS.
4 The biggest change that the LSSS needs to is the product of a poor Mississippi
5. By lottery
ma:Ce is to add another
to their name, Educational system.
6. See #4
everyone knows 3 s's is not enough. I would 8. I believe it is necessary for people to have
7.
I take everything I do very seriously.
make a motion in the meeting to make this their secret dreams and \vishes, and for this
8.1\like Romita, I don't know why.
change.
reason I r efu se to divulge my secret animal
5. I believe the activity of the group, should desire. Suffice it to say that I'M AN
play a significant part in the detCJmination, AMERICAN.

I

I

I

I

us·

along with their past and future plans. I _____________ _ ___ _~-------------------------------------

CARR from page SIX
administration and know a large cross
7. I have several 'different' ideas but rather section of students; because of this exposure
I feel that I am capable of representing the
than enumerate them the more important student body.
is."Ue i~ that I have the ab~lity and energy to 8. I would be a campus squirrel because
~to It that my and the Ideas of othe.rs a~e everyone likes them ... Even though they are
l~plemented.. Due to the a~ount of time 1.t rodents. They have lots of fun running
ta"es to effectively be President of LSSS If around the Quad and see t be
tt
I d I · t d t
k ·
I
m 0
pre Y
t ene
1n en
o rna e It my so e intelligent...yet never have to go to class
commitment. I have worked with several (unless they listen through the windows
nembers of the Law School faculty and from the trees?)

Legal Research- $10.00 per hour
Write P. 0 . Box 8071, /Bartlett, IL 60103
or Call Mike at (312) 289-8740

I

SAMPLE BALLOT

PRESIDENT

DANIELLE CARR

l)lEASQRER
SANDFORD PERL

BRIAN GEARINGER
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YICE PRESIDENT

PAMElA COSTAS

BENNENf ELLENBOGEN

ANDRE W H ORNE

LISA FREEMAN

J ENNIFER W ARREN

SECRETARY

LAWYER'S CLUB BOG

Cl:lrusTOPHERADAMS
JOHN MOORE
NOTE: MSA Elections will be held today. Voting will occur in the Un ion and
the Law School. There were no announced can didates for the 3L Rep positions.

THREE REASONS
WHYMORESTUDENTSARE
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

1

INTENSIVE
QUESTT0N REVIEW:

Over eighteen hours of in-class
question ana1y~i~ ty exp~rienced law school professors is an
integral part of every S\IHCii:d Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course
at no extra cost.

NARRATIVE

2 TEXTS: The law you need

to know for your bru exam is
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts.

3 UNPARALLELED
CUNVENIENCE:

Preparation for the bar exams of nineteen Junsdictions is available at over 100 Stanl£-! H. Kaplan
Educational Centers nattonwide (except in ~e\\ England. D.C..
\Iaryland, and :;ew \1exico where courses are admutistered by
SMH).

----PREPARATION FOR--

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

New Hamp~hrre
New Jersey
t\ew Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

--

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
Virginia

Ifyou plan to practice in any ofthese jurisdictions, your first step should
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.
STANllYH.

IW'IAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188

See}'OW" Campus Rep, or call:
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
MICHIGAN AREA
ANN ARBOR
DETROIT
EAST LANSING

(313) 662·3149
(313) 569-5320
(517) 332·2539

OF MICHIGAN
26111 Evergreen SUI Ie 302 • Soulhfteld MtChtgan 48076 . (313) 354-7111

BE AN EARLY BIRD!
Start your studies for the

SUMMER 1988 BAR EXAM NOW!
ANN ARBOR LOCATION

I

TIME

DATE

LECTURE

LOCATION

PROFESSOR

Sat. March 19 9a .m -1230pm
1 p m - 4:30pm

Torts I
Torts II

Michigan League

Prof. Richard Conv1ser

Sat . March 26 9 a.m.- 12·30 p m
1 p.m. - 4:30pm

Ev1dence I
Evidence II

M1ch1gan League

Prof. Faust ROSSI

Sun ., April 10

9 am. - 12:30 p.m. Constitutional Law I
1 p.m.- 4:30p.m. Constitutional Law II

M1ch1gan League

Prof. John Jeffries

Sat. . April 16

9 a.m. - 12:30 p m. Criminal Law
1 p.m. - 4:30p.m . Criminal Procedure

Michigan League

Prof. Charles Whitebread

Sun. April 17

9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Contracts/ Sales I
1 p.m.- 4:30p.m. Contracts/ Sales II

Michigan League

Prof. John Moye

Sat., Apnl 30

9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Real Property I
1 p.m. - 4:30p.m. Real Property II

Michigan League

Prof. Robert Scott

Lectures are on video tape. These subjects are again presented by different lecturers
covering both Mulhstate and Michigan law; as applicable for Bar exam purposes,
dunng the regular Bar exam review.

ALL LECTURES FREE!

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL:
(313) 354-71 11
IHit/UI BA~ ~ E\'IEC' • LA111 DISTRIBVTORS • CILBEJtT LAW SUNIIARIES • GILBEU LAC' PRINTING CO • LEGAUSES
COS\'ISER IIIUfR CPA RE\'1£\l' • nOfESSIOSAL CL'ITEitS (LSAT GMAT. NCAT. C U l

contact your local representatives:
(Ctll~IPOO~ OO~IP~

Gregg Gilman
Jim Markus
Dave Robinson

Eric Acker
Molly Carrier
Jay Soled

FREE SEMINAR
1988 BAR CANDIDATES

START PREPARING NOW
CRIMINAL LAW

Fri. MARCH 25
Sat. MARCH 26
Detroit & Ann Arbor
Lansing

1:00 pm -4:30pm
9:30 am - 1:00 pm

TORTS

Fri. APRIL 8
Sat. APRIL 9
Detroit Only

9:30 am - 1:00pm
9:30am - 1:00pm
1:00pm-5 :00pm

EVIDENCE

Fri. APRIL 15
Sat. APRIL 16

9:30 am - 1:00 pm
9:30am- 1:00pm

CONTRACTS/SALES

Fri. APRIL 22
Sat. APRIL 23

9:30am - 1:00pm
1:00pm-4:30pm

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Fri. APRIL 29
Sat. APRIL 30

9:30am- 1:00 ~ ~
9:30am - 1:00pm

PROPERTY

Fri. MAY 6
Sat. MAY7
Detroit Only

9:30am-1:00pm
9:30am - 1:00pm
1:00pm-5:00pm

9:30am - 1:00pm

CLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT
PLEASE CALL:
Detroit Artl

Ent L1nslng

Crossroads OH1ce Centre
16250 Nor1hland Onve
Southfield. Ml 48075
(313) 569·5320

1111 M1ch1gan Ave.
E. Lansmg. Ml 48823
(517) 332·2539

Ann Arbor
203 E. Hoover St.
AnnArbOr. Ml 48104
(313) 662·3149

-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
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Contest
Raihala, Taggart Lead Crowded Field

NCAA Tournament Up For Grabs
Exclusive to the Res Gestae
Week One of the Res Gestae NCAA
Basketball Contest is now officially over,
and so too, coincidentally, is the first v•eek
of the NCAA Basketball Tournament. ~
the results pour into our seventh flt.
offices, it is becoming clear that this i!>
going to be a race to the finish, as the top
two finishers nrc only percentage points
ahead of a crowd of pursuers.
Heading the list of basketball
prognosticators are second-year law
student John Raihnla, and third·year Brent
Taggart, who took enough time out from
trying to get the university to pay higher
wages to case club judges and clerks in
order to fill out an official RG contest form.
Raihala chose North Carolina to beat
Purdue in the finals, while Taggart tabbed
the Boilermakers to defeat Arizona. Both
gentlemen tallied an impressive 51 points
to finish the first two rounds of the
tournament m a tie for first place.
Tied for third place, however, are a
mind-numbing array of 54 contest
entrants, each of whom scored 50 points.
This logjam is attributed t.o the lack of the
number of upsets which threw last year's
RG NCAA Basketball Contest (and the
NCAA Tournament) into a frenzy of
confusion.
One inter esti ng entry, from the
judicially-monikered John Harlan Austin,
was arrived at by the simple expedient of
flipping a coin. By this method, Austin
accumulated 50 points, fa r out-distancing
more carefully chosen slates. Austin's luck,
however, may have run out after the first
two rounds, as it seems that his coin picked
Utah State (a first-round loser to
Vanderbilt) to beat Iowa in the finals.

In order to distinguish the hordes of
third-place contestants (and to mention as
many names as convenient in the
newspaper), we have chosen to Hst those
persons who not only have 50 points, but
who also have their predicted NCAA
·alists still active in the tournament. They
are, in alphabetical order:
Joe Bermudez
Mkhael Born
Tim Connors
Julie Creal
Liz Davis
Tracy Daw
Patricia Gaegler
Bill Gallagher
Jeff Gallant
Scott Chen
Andy Haring
Sue Howe
Jamie Kimmel
Debbie Kowick
Mark Morton
Steve Rosenbaum
Jay Saled
Allison Selko
Diane G. Sheehy
John Sheeley
Dennis Shin
Sam Silver
Lois Wagman
Ron Wernette
Of these third-place competitors, most
picked either Duke, Purdue, or Temple to
win the tourney. An upset of any of these
teams may thrust such individuals as Mark
Morton (who picked Kansas) or Jeff
Gallant (Kentucky) into the limelight.
Notably absent from the list of
contenders are any Res Gestae staffers
(although Joe Bermudez is the roommate

Law in the Raw

In a pickle with the law

The National Law Journal reports that, writing "his"
last appellate opinion in the guise of U.S. Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals Judge Reynaldo Garza, clerk Stephen
J. Riggs translated his boredom at cranking out a routine
currency transaction conviction by lifting lyrics from the
Talking Heads, and livening up the legalese.
In U.S. v. Abner, 825 F.2d 835 (5th Cir. 1987),
successive sections of the opinion are captioned by album
titles such as True Stories (for the fact section of course),
Fear of Music, Speaking in Tongues, and Remain in
Light. Actual song lyrics are interspersed throughout the
body of the opinion. Rigg's former colleague, Frank
Lipuma, thinks there are about 25 song references in the
opinion·though a n expert familiarity with the Talking
Heads ouvre is recommmended to anyone who wants to
count them.

Student Lawyer, February 1988
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Lorne L. Brown (37)
Ray Bruttomesso (37)
Jane Rau (37)
Paula Spring (37)
Christopher Touchen (37)
A significant name which is abse!:~
from thnt list is Jack Merde, who, failing ;o
live up to his name, came in with 39 points
And we pnrlez the Francaise around here
Jacques.
There nre always some warm, hun:a::
interest stories in any highly-charge:
contest like this, and the Res Gestae .KCA..!.
Basketball Contest is no exception. T:-.i;;
week, the RG would like to recognize those
courageous individuals who, despite a.
odds and the distinct possibility of be~::-~
subject to ridicule and obloquy, chose :1:-e
Richmond Spiders to win any games in r:-.:;;
year's tournament. Richmond, whic-...
stunned SO·cnlled basketball gurus arour.:i
the nation by defeating defending chmn;:s
Indiana in the first rou nd, caught everyoc:
by surprise except John Dunn, Andy
Haring, and Diane Sheehy.
Thesi
individuals, however, were not confiden:
enough to pick the Spiders to go pe»'
Georgia Tech and into the second rouna.
Except ...
VINCE HESS. Yes, only one person m
the entirt? contest (and we're talking O\'er
200 entnes, remember) picked the Spider;;
to make- it into the final sixteen. It shou1
also be noted that Vince was one of the fe
persons who predicted that Loyv.
Marymount would down Wyoming. But
should also lx> noted, Vince fell down wh:
it came to tapping the winner of :h.;
Vanderbilt-Pitt tilt. Congrats, anywaJ
Vince.

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer

Name that tune

.

of the Editor-in-Chief). Leading the RG
pool is distinguished Kansas product Vince
Hess and the pseudonymous Jimi Marshall
(a.k.a. Jocko Knappmann). Reid "Mr.
Basketball" Rozen managed only 46 points,
but did pull off a coup by picking
Vanderbilt to beat Pittsburgh in the second
round. "I attribute my success to knowing
as little as humanly possible about
basketball, and to attending Vanderbilt
University," said a confident Rozen.
With the pile-up in third place, the
fourteen people with 49 points, only two
points off the pace, are relegated to a tie for
57th place. Among these entrants is John
Moore, who leads the field of election
candidates in the RG Contest. Lisa
Freeman and Brian Gearinger both totaled
43 points in what has turned out to be a bad
year for the political pundits.
The Res Gestae received a record
number of entries for this year's contest,
with well over 200 forms accepted by the
deadline. Although this year's tournament
is marked by the fierce competition for
first-place, there are, as always, the bottom
ten to be acknowledged. This year, with
inflated scores populating the top of the list,
it's not surprising that the bottom of heap is
better than last year's bunch. Leading(?)
the back of the pack is Judy Luoma, wife of
second-year student and RG staffer Eric
Luoma. Judy could have used some of her
husband's help, as she accumulated 12
points fewer than her spouse. The
stragglers are, in order of futility:
Judy Luoma (34 points)
Jeffrey E. Brown (36)
Tom Brusstar (36)
Eddie Chavez (36)
Jeff Bergida (37)

A man flying from New York to Los Angeles was booked
for investigation of misdemeanor battery as he stepped
oiT the plane in L.A. His crime? Throwing his plate and
eating utensils at a flight attendant.
It seems that the passenger was one of about 50 people
who had ordered a special meal, a hamburger. And for
some reason, his hamburger came without a bun. The
passenger complained to a flight attendant, who tried to
placate the passenger with a roll from first class. The roll,
however, did not satisfy the pnssanger. The flight
attendant then discussed the problem with the captain,
who told the attendant to read the passenger the law
outlining passenger misconduct.
The flight attendant so informed the passenger, who,
while swearing, picked up his plate and threw it at the
attendant, hitting her and narrowly missing another
passenger with a flying knife. The fli ght attendant then
put the pa'>SCnger under citizen's arrest.

Detroit News, March 8, 1988
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And You Though t O ur
Professors Are Confusing
At Christian Broadcasting Network University Law
School (yes, Pat Robertson has one of them, t-OO
"Arguably the most important similarity (with the rest o
the University faculty) is that each law professor is a
charismatic Christian, meaning one who experiences the
supernatural interression of the Holy Spirit. The entire
law faculty speaks in tongues, which, though not such a
rare feat around CBNU, is still a worthy distinction."

American Lawyer, March 1987
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